
OMHS, the Operations & Maintenance  Health & Safety Community of IFMA 

WELL Health-Safety Rating – What’s is it about?  

Theme 
“When you see the WELL Health-Safety seal, you can feel confident knowing the space you’re 
entering is putting your health first.” WELL certification home page. 

Not surprisingly, the International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) takes the position that the 
built environment, whatever else its functions and purposes, “can make everyone, everywhere, 
healthier, happier and more productive.”  

On the one hand, of course the environment can enhance health and well-being - or detract. 
We have worked with fire safety, storm resistance, climate, sanitation, access, and security in 
the built environment since ancient times. Wellness is not a radical idea but is recently better 
recognized, understood, and resourced. We are long accustomed to an FM in the U.S., say, 
checking the NIOSH guide1 to chemical hazards to become familiar with material newly present 
or proposed. Why not expand environmental awareness and provisions broadly on behalf of 
health and well-being?  We would want to know how, and the costs and benefits if we did. This 
is the direct approach of WELL. That is, health is not incidental to a healthy building, but more 
an output of managing crucial indoor attributes of the building or occupancy. 

Impact  
Founded in 2014 and headquartered in New York City, U.S., Interest in IWBI and WELL Buildings 
is now worldwide and commitment strong. IWBI projects and programs involve 1.5 Billion 
square feet of space in 80 + countries, with 5,984 projects encompassing over 852 million 
square feet are apply WELL across 67 countries.  Over 500,000 people participate in alongside 
16000 WELL accredited professionals in 98 countries.  

Value proposition 

 

1 NIOSH Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards, US Department of Health and Human Services: Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (current edition) 
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IWBI advances the theme that occupants, especially staff, who have long and regular exposure 
to the workplace, are healthier in body and mind, more willing, and happier with respect to 
work. Health and feeling of calm, energetic well-being correlate with achieving and retaining a 
reliable, resilient, satisfied, and productive work force. IWBI markets, advertises, presents, and 
participates extensively in view of organizations and the public in a variety of global industries, 
locations, and sectors, making their brand known to facility occupants, owners, operators, and 
stakeholders, conveying a message of health and wellness. 

Culture 
Connecting, interested, interactive - posted under the heading Content Style Guide: 

“Hi, we're IWBI - we created this guide to help you get to know us better. Our voice 
reflects how we view ourselves and our community - what our goals and values are, and 
what sets us apart. We hope this gives you guidance on how to not only spread the 
word about IWBI and WELL, but also tell your own stories.” 

Method 
WELL Building involves is a performance-based standard, recently released in its second 
version. “Projects pursuing WELL Certification can earn points based on performance outcomes 
for various policy, design and operational strategies and can achieve one of four certification 
levels: Bronze, Silver, Gold or Platinum.” Performance of the physical environment - water, air, 
sound, spatial arrangement, etc. – is determined by testing. Tests are technical, detailed, and 
extensive. (NOTE - I reviewed in full the process of sound measurement, a familiar area, and 
found it appropriately designed, with sufficient detail to implement and replicate when needed - 
ed.) 

Cost 
Building or Space Certification - Financial costs for WELL Building rating under Version 2 of the 
WELL Building Standard arise from payments to IWBI for administration, technical support, 
performance testing, and opportunity costs for use of staff. Performance, whether by on site 
testing, or evidenced by policies and processes is incremental, earning points accumulate 
toward certification and associated costs. Costs are incremental. 

Registering to progress toward certification brings an initial fee of 2500 USD and a minimum 
area-based fee of 6500 USD, incremented at 0.16 USD per square foot (0.08 USD if industrial or 
when only the fundamental features of the base building are subject to evaluation) for area 
above the base amount. An additional base cost of 6500 USD applies to performance testing, 
once again, incremental above that amount.  
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Discounts apply to various sectors and markets. Small businesses, senior and assisted living, low 
income/affordable housing, not-for-profit, charitable organizations, schools and educational 
facilities, government/municipal buildings, emerging markets.  

Accreditation of Personnel – anyone interested may register to become a WELL accredited 
professional (AP) by study and passing an exam.  While not a prerequisite, practical experience 
with WELL Building processes is recommended.  IWBI makes accreditation inexpensive and 
convenient, providing a set of support services and materials, and examination pre-paid, all for 
under 300 USD (2021-04), with a steep discount for students. Adding accreditation as part of a 
certification project affects costs little and very likely makes the project more effective and 
economical overall. The AP designation attaches to the person, not the organization. 

Both certifications and accreditations must be maintained, bringing relatively small costs from 
time to time.  

Trends 
In Q2 of 2021, three years after the 2018 pilot, WELL issued Version 2 of the WELL Building 
Standard (v2) for regular use. Built upon the pioneering foundation of the first version of the 
WELL Building Standard (WELL v1), “WELL v2 draws expertise from a diverse community of 
WELL users, practitioners, public health professionals and building scientists around the world.” 
A premise for developing v2 was to emphasize four tenets: evidence based, verifiable, 
implemental, and presented for outside input and review.  The v2 standard is also explicitly 
customer focused and equitable.  
Implementing v2 means working with the ten concepts shown in the figure. Note that none are 
in themselves hazards to safety and health, nor guarantors of well-being. Instead, they state the 
domains where WELL standards operate. Each reflects the state of human surroundings and 
states of being.  
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The Standard is designed extraordinarily well to yield a valid and valuable outcome based on 
commitment to a space, no matter the ownership and arrangements for occupancy, or whether 
a whole building or property, or even a small portion, as long as the spatial definition and uses 
are clear and under the control of the party seeking WELL certification. 

The place of WELL among green approaches, conventions, and standards  
A healthy work environment is an evident goal of sustainable FM, whether created and 
implemented to focus primarily on health and wellness, as IWBI, or on buildings and their 
settings. IWBI shares with green organizations everywhere the fundamental idea of integrating 
financial, social, and environmental aspects toward health and well-being.  

Rating systems are based on performance on a points basis, enabling varied and adaptable 
approaches to projects. Points accumulate towards certification at various levels and 
categories. 

• WELL  -  
WELL Building certification and accreditation, and IWBI publications, training, 
promotions, community participation, and projects - are all of the character described 
above, “ABOUT US People First Place”, putting people in first place and people ahead of 
place. 

• LEED -  
To a similar end – economic, societal, and environmental well-being, but working from 
the point of view of sustainable infrastructure, are multiple organizations. Among the 
larger and better known is the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), developers and 
proprietors of LEED, a building centered rating system, “LEED is for all building types and 
all building phases including new construction, interior fit outs, operations and 
maintenance and core and shell.” LEED extends further, to neighborhood development, 
homes, cities, and communities.  

• Green Globes  –   
Like USGBC, GBI is building oriented. In the 2000s, GBI established a dedicated ANSI 
standard. Standards arise from a closely defined consensus process, transparent 
throughout. Green Globes is recognized as especially suitable for public sector buildings 
due in part to a standard informing the processes employed.  
GBI recently (2021) made available certification for existing buildings.  Here, energy 
figures as the strongest consideration, followed by water and indoor air quality. 
Substantially further down are materials, site and ESG (environmental, social, and 
governance) management. In an existing building, materials and site are largely legacy, 
no longer subject to design specification, but building performance and ESG may be 
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improved and managed effectively using the wealth of knowledge and methods now 
available. 

Conclusion 
The International WELL Building Institute and WELL certification and accreditation are focused 
strongly on health and well-being, optimizing the working environment to that end. This 
departs from the more usual OMHS approach to green building design, construction, and 
operation, organized around the building life cycle.  

WELL has caught on. Projects and accreditations have arisen in large numbers worldwide in the 
short life of the Institute. Programs are designed for uncomplicated adoption and progress, 
even for small and diverse organizations.  

Just as with other green building programs involving certification, registered projects acquire 
points and pay both initially and incrementally, obtaining a healthier environment for 
occupants and consequent business results built on occupant knowledge, confidence, and 
action. The certification acquired is also useful in marketing an organization, large or small, as 
aware of and managing environmental, social, and governance. 

Reading 
Note: Item 2, Green Building Standards And Certification Systems (Vierra, 2019) is a 
comprehensive, well written and illustrated, summary of green building organizations 
concerned with rating.. 

1. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE WELL BUILDING STANDARD, 
https://www.chargespot.com/workspaces/well-building-standard/, opens with “The WELL 
Building Standard and wellness movement have the potential to dwarf sustainability 
concerns by focusing on the growing issue of healthy workplaces.”  Comment: Health 
oriented, even presenting a human body systems diagram, this article is helpful in coming 
from purely health perspective to how we view the design and creation of building interiors 
creation and O&M.  

2. Recommended for scope of green building: a comprehensive, well written and illustrated 
summary of green building is Green Building Standards And Certification Systems (Stephanie 
Vierra, Assoc. AIA, LEED AP BD+C; Vierra Design & Education Services, LLC, updated 08-
2019) 

Author David Reynolds, CFM is a member of the OMHS SAG, Immediate Past President of FMCC, an active 
member of the FM Pipeline (producers of the Facilithon) National Board, and an active member of AFE. He is 
an FM consultant based in Jackson, Mississippi U.S. and a partner in Global Facility Management Alliance. 
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